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Duplex DNA fra ts differing by single base substitutions can
be separated by electrophoresis in denaturing gradient polyacrylamide gels,
but cnly substitutions in a restricted part of the mnlecule lead to a
separation (1). In an effort to circumvent this problem. we d srated
that the nelting properties and electrophoretic behavior of a 135 baS pair
DNt fragment containing a P-globin promDter are changed by attaching a GC-
rich seuence. called a 'GC-cl' (2). We predicted that these changes
should mke it possible to resolve most. if not all, single base substitu-
tions within fragnnts attached to the clamp. To test this possibility we
examined the effect of several different single base substitutions on the
electrophoretic behavior of the P-globin promDter fragment in denaturing
gradient gels. We find that the GC-clamp allows the separation of fragnents
containing substitutions throughout the promter fragnent. Many of these
substitutions do not lead to a separation when the fragment is not attached
to the clamp. Theoretical calculations and analysis of a large number of
different mutations indicate that approximately 95% of all possible single
base sbstitutions should be separable when attached to a GC-clanp.

A denaturing gradient gel electropihoresis procedure (3) has been used
to identify restriction frag nts of bacteriopbage A DM bearing single base
mutations (1). More recently this procedure has been used to detect single
base substitutions in cloned human p-globin genes obtained from individuals
with p-thalassemia (4,S), and the sme imtations have been detected directly
in total genomic DNA from p-thalassemia patients (5). The potential appli-
cations of the denaturing gradient gel system include the identification,
localization, and diagnosis of naturally-occurring mutations, the mapping of
induced mitations that can be phenotypically selected, the detection of new
sequence polynnrphisne for human genetic linkage analysis and for population
genetic studies, and the purification of in xitr-generated point mutations.

At present, the utility of the denaturing- gradient gel procedure is
limited by the fact that not all single base substitutions lead to changes
in the electrophoretic behavior of DN& fra ts (1). This problem is a
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consequence of the melting properties of DNA and the relationship between
DNA melting and the electrophoretic behavior of a fragment in the denaturing

gradient (6). As DNA fragments move through polyacrylamide gels containing

an ascending gradient of denaturant, small regions called melting domains

undergo a cooperative strand dissociation to produce partially denatured

molecules which display a marked decrease in electrophoretic mobility. As

these DNA molecules continue to move slowly into higher concentrations of

denaturant, additional melting domains undergo strand dissociation. Because

single base changes in any of these domains will alter their melting tem-r

perature (Tm), these changes will lead to differences in the pattern of

electrophoresis in the denaturing gradient gel. However, when the final, or

mst stable, domin mslts the fragment undergoes complete strand dissocia-

tion and the resolving power of the gel is lost. Therefore, base substitu-

tions in the highest temprature salting domin of a DNA molecule canot be

detected by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis. In an effort to cir-

cumvent this problem we attached a GC-rich DNA sequence (80% G+C) to a 135

base pair 0-globin proiter fragment, and then analyzed the electrophoretic
behavior of this hybrid molecule in denaturing gradient gels (2). We ob-

served significant differences in the melting behavior of the promoter frag-
ment when attached to the GC-clamp. In particular, the entire promoter can

be mslted while the GC-clamp remains in the duplex configuration, thus

avoiding complete strand separation of the hybrid molecule. In principle it
should now be possible to detect base substitutions in all regions of frag-
ments attached to the Gc-clamp.

In this paper we construct a nurber of single base substitutions in

different regions of the P-globin promroter fragment, and then determine
whether these substitutions can be detected when the fragment is attached to

the GC-clamp. We find that every mutant tested can be detected by electro-

phoresis in denaturing gradient gels, including those located in the highest
temperature mlting dmamin of the promoter. These substitutions cannot be
detected in the absece of the GC-clamp. Similar results from the analysis
of a large mnuber of other base substitutions and the results of theoretical
melting calculations indicate that approximately 95% of all possible base
substitutions in most fragments could be detected if the fragment is at-
tached to the Gc-clamp.

The plasmid DNA molecules containing the GC-clamp and the wild type
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mouse Pmaji-lobin prnaoter are described in the preceding paper (2). Mutant
prooter molecules were prepared by a procedure involving random mical
nutagenesis that will be described later (in preparation).

Electrophoresis on perpendicular and parallel denaturing gradient gels
was performed as described in the preceding paper (2). Perpendicular gel
electrophoresis of isolated promoter fragintswas on 6.*5% acrylamide gels
with a 20%-80% denaturant range for 3 hr (100% denaturant = 7 M urea + 40%
formamide; acrylamide/bisacrylamide = 37.5/1). Perpendicular gradient gel
electrophoresis of GC-clampd promoter fragnnts was on 6.*5% acrylamide gels
with a denaturant range of 20%-80% for 5 hr. Parallel 'domin 1 mutant
gradient gels for GC-clamped promoters were 6.5% acrylamide with a 30%-60%
denaturant range and were electrophoresed for 5 hr. Parallel domin 2 mu-
tant' gradient gels for the GC-clanoed promDters were 6.5% acrylamide with a
45%-80% denaturant range and were electrophoresed for 11 hr.

r__er E on gfeLt beai
The theoretical separations of wild type and mutant DNA fragments in

denaturing gradient gels were calculated as noted in the accapanyingpaper
(2). These calculations mde use of the seque specific statistical-
mechanical theory of Poland (7), the atational iprovnt of Fixman and
Friere (8), the nearest neighbor stability values of Gotoh and Tagashira
(9), and a theoretical relation between the mobility of partly mlted DNA,
molecules and the length of the malted region (6). The calculation assines
that the mobility declines exponentially as the nrber of melted flexible
units increases. The number of melted bases constituting a flexible unit,
85, was inferred from analysis of perpendicular gradient gel patterns, using
the defined linear relationship between denaturant concentration and tem-
perature. There is a negligible difference between the initial rates of
travel of the wild type and mutant DNA fragnnts as they begin moving
through the gradient when both are coupletely double stranded. The rate
difference beco appreciable when one DNA fragment begins to malt earlier
than the other. However, the resolution of the two partially melted DNA
fragmants decreases as they travel further into the gel.

A coWletely theoretical calculation requires some information that is
not available. For example, the amxunt of denaturant lost from the top of
the gel by diffusion, the initial fragment velocities, and an accurate
teperature-denaturant calibration are unknown. We have therefore allowed
soe flexibility in the paramters characterizing the teaperature-time cali-
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bration. We used consistent values for the entire data set and experimen-
tally derived relative rumning times. The expected shift values were based
on a full calculation for each sequence and the theoretical gradient postion

as a function of tine, resulting in an interval verses time table for each
single base substitution. Calculations were carried out mostly on a Charles
River Data System model 68/05 conpiter.

nasis of wild typ and mutan pr trfggrnsih bec f a

DMk melting calculations using the seqence of a 135 bp fragnent of DNAt
containing the mouse pmaj-globin promoter region predicted the existence of

two mlting doamins. The region elting at the lower tenperature (domin 1;
-710C) extends from about -30 to +26 relative to the mRI cap site. Domain
2, which nelts at about 760C, extends from -104 to -30. Single base substi-
tutions located in either melting domin were constructed; most experiments
presented here involved the use of a substitution at +8 (C to T; domain 1
mutant') and one at -60 (G to A; 'domin 2 mutant').

To determine whether either or both of these substitutions can be

detected by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis, a mixture of the wild

type promoter fragment and the donin 1 mutant fragnent was analyzed by
electrophoresis in an acrylamide gel containing a concentration gradient of

DN& denaturants perpendicular to the direction of electrophoresis (a 'per-
pendicular gradient gel'). As shown in Figure IA separation of the two

fragments occurs at a sharp transition corresponding to the wlting of
domain 1. Sinilar results were obtained with several other domin 1 mtants
(data not shown). In contrast, when a similar analysis was perforned with
the domin 2 mutant, the wild type and mutant fragments are not resolved
(Figure 1B). Other domin 2 mutants also failed to separate from the wild
type fragment (data not shown).

Wild type and mutant promDter fragnnts were also analyzed on a gel
containing a gradient of DM denaturants parallel to the direction of elec-
trophoresis (a 'parallel gradient gel'). Consistent with the perpendicular
gradient gel analysis, the wild type (Figure 1C, lane 1) and the domin 1

mutant (Figure 1C, lane 2) fragnents separate, but mc resolution between the
wild type and domain 2 mutant (Figure 1C, lane 3) fragnnts is observed.
Similar results were obtained for several other fragnnts bearing different
substitutions in either melting domin; in no case was a domin 2 mutant
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FIGURE 1: Denaturing gradient gel patterns of unclamped wild type and mi-
tant p-globin prter fragmnts.
(A) Perpendicular gel pattern of a mixture of the unclmped wild type and
domain 1 mutant DM fragmnts. The DNa mix was layered onto a 6.5% po-
lyacrylamide gel containing a linear gradient of 20% to 80% denaturants and
electrophoresed for 130 mimtes at 15OV. he DNA was visualized by stainin
with ethidium bromide; a negative image of the saind gel is shown.
(B) Perpendicular gel pattern of a mixture of the unclazped wild type and
domain 2 utant DMA frag ants. The gel conditions were the sa as those in
panel (A).
(C) Parallel gel pattern of the unclame wild type (lane 1) domain 1 mu-
tant (lane 2), and domin 2 zutant (lane 3) DA frants. The DNA samples
were layered onto a 14% polyacrylamide gel containin a linear gradient of
20% to 80% denaturants and electrophoresed for 5 hours at 15OV.

fragment separated from the wild type fragment (data not shown). Thus, as

predicted, domain 1 but not domin 2 mutant frants can be separated from
the wild type DN& fragment using both perpendicular and parallel gradient
gels.
Analyis of wildttnt IN frfto the_C-cla

At nt of the GC-clanp to the 0-globin promoter fragment signifi-
cantly affects both the predicted and observed melting behavior of the frag-
ment (2). When the c p is attached at position -104 of the pronKter frag-
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FIGUIRE 2: Pe-rpenidicular deniaturing gradient gel patterns of wild type and
mutant 0-globin promoter fragments attached to the GC-clampp.
(A) Wild type and domain 1 mut-ant promoter fragments with the GC-clamp in
the -104 orientation. The stained DNAk at the top of the gel is from the
plasmid vector.-
(B) Wild type and domain 2 mutant promoter fraget with the GC-clamp in
the -104 orientation.
(C) Wild type and domrin 1 mutant promDter fragments with the GC-clamop in
the +26 orientation.
(D) Wild type and domain 2 mutant promoter fragments with the GC-clamnp in
the +26 orientation.
The gel conditions for A-D were the same as those in Figure lA, except that
electrophoresis was for 5 hrs.

ment (the '-104 orientation') two ntelting domains are observed within the
Promoter sequence. The location and Tm of these domins is the same as that
observed for the promoter fragment in theasne of the clamp.- When the
clamp is attached at position +26 of the promoter fragment (the '+26 orien-
tation'), the promoter melts as single domain (2). To study the effect of
domain 1 and 2 mutants on the melting behavior of the clamped promoter frag-
ment the GC-clamp was attached in both the -104 and +26 orientations.

The perpendicular gel pattern of a mixture of wild type and domain 1

muatDNA fraget capdIn the -104 orientation is shown in Figure 2A.
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FIGURE 3: Calculated perpendicular deaturing gradient gel patterns of the
wild type and ntant p-globin proster fragnents attached to the GC-clarp.
(A) Calculated gel patterns for the proster frants attached to the GC-
clam in the -104 orientation. solid lin: wild type fragment dashed line:
domain 1 zmant fragment, dotted line: domain 2 mtant fragment
(B) Calculated gel patterns for the prosoter fragments attached to the GC-
clamp in the +26 orientation. solid line: wild type fragment. dotted line:
domain 1 and 2 nutant fragments
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FIGURE 4: Parallel denaturing gradient gel patterns of wild type and mutant
P-globin promoter fragments attached to the GC-clamp.
(A) Promoter fragments with the GC-clamp in the -104 orientation on a
doain 1 gel. The DNA samples were loaded on a 6.5% polyacrylamide gel con-
taining a parallel linear gradient of 30% to 60% denaturants and electro-
phoresed for 5 hours at 15OV. lane 1: wild type, lane 2: donain 1 mutant,
lane 3: domin 2 mutant
(B) Promoter fragments with the GC-clamp in the -104 orientation on a
domain 2 gel. The DNK smples were loaded on a 6.5% polyacrylamide gel con-
taining a parallel linear gradient of 45% to 80% denaturants and electro-
phoresed for 11 hours at 15oV. lane 1: wild type, lane 2: donnin 1 mutant,
lane 3: domin 2 mutant
(C) Gel patterns of pronoter fragments with the GC-clamp in the +26 orien-
tation on a single domin gel. The DNP samples were loaded on a 6 * 5% po-
lyacrylamide gel containing a parallel linear gradient of 37% to 67% dena-
turants and electrophoresed for 6 hours at 15oV. lane 1: wild type, lane 2:
domrin 1 mtant, lane 3: domain 2 mutant

Separation between the two fragments is observed in the region of the gel

where doain 1 melts. As expected, separation is not observed in the region
of the gel where domain 2 melts. In contrast, when the domain 2 mutant is
examind in the sane manner, separation is observed only in the region of
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the gel where domain 2 melts (Figure 2B). When the sae mutant DNtP frag-
ments are eamined in the +26 orientation, where only a single melting
domain is observed in the prouKter fragment, both the domain 1 and 2 mutants
are clearly separated from the wild type DNA fragment (Figures 2C and 2D).
Similar results were obtained with other domain 1 and 2 mutants (data not
shown). These bservations indicate that domain 2 ntants, whidh cannot be
detected in the ab e of the GC-clam, are readily separable when the pro-
moter fragment is attached to the claMp.

To determine whether the melting behavior of the claTped promoter
fragments predicted by calculation are consistent with the observed gel pat-
terns, we used the cor1uter algorithm described in the acoonanying paper to
siniulate the gel patterns of a mixture of wild type and domin 1 and 2 m-
tant fragnents attached to the GC-clamp in the -104 orientation. As shown
in Figure 3. the coupted gel patterns for mobility as a function of dena-
turant are remarkably similar to those determirl experintally. Thus, it
should be possible to use the algorithm to accurately predict the effect of
the GC-clamp on the melting behavior of any DNM fragrent and its nutant
derivatives.

Parallel gradient gels are preferable to perpendicular gradient gels
for the analysis of a large number of different natants and for preparative
purposes. For cptinal resolution of mutants located in a particular melting
domin, the denaturing gradient used in the parallel gel is adjusted so that
the domain of interest melts approximtely in the middle of the .gel. In ad-
dition, the resolution is affected by the steepness of the gradient. In
practice, the midpoint of the denaturing gradient for the parallel gel is
chosen by first examining the melting transition for the domain of interest
on a perpendicular gradient gel. fEr example, in the case of the P-globin
promoter fragment clauped in the -104 orientation, the midpoint of the melt-
ing transition of domain 1 occurs at a denaturant concentration of 45%. In
order to examine domain 1 ntts we prepared a parallel gel with a gradient
of denaturants from 30% to 60%. These gradient conditions were chosen by
taking the midpoint of the gradient as 45% denaturant and the total range of
denaturant concentration as 30%. As shown in Figure 4A, the domain 1 mitant
clearly resolves from the wild type fragmat in the 'domain 1 gel', but the
gel position of the domain 2 tant is indistinguishable from the wild type
fra t.

In order to examine domain 2 tants clamped in the -104 orientation
we used a parallel gradiet of 45% to 80% denaturant, since the midpoint of
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FIGUlRE 5: Observed and calculated parallel deauing gradient gel patterns
of mutant promoter fragmen.
(A) Wild type and mutant promDter fragments with the GC-clamp in the -104
orientation on a domain 1 gel.. A mixture' of wild type and mutant DMA frag-
ments was loaded in each iane. The first and last lanes coDntain oily wild
type DNA. Gel conditions were the sue as those in Figure 4A.
(B) Correlation between the observed and calculated differences in gradient
rel position of wild type and mtant DNA fragments.
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the nelting transition of domin 2 on the perpendicular gradient gel occurs

at 63% denaturant. Under these conditions domain 1 melts as the DNA frag-
ment enters the gel. These partially denatured molecules then travel

through the gel until they reach the position where domain 2 melts. As

shown in Figure 4B the domain 2 mutant separates from the wild type frag-

ment, but since domain 1 nelts at the top of the gel for both of wild type
and mutant fragrnts, nm separation of the dmain 1 mutant is observed.

When the GC-clamp is attached to the promoter fragment in the +26
orientation, where the pronoter melts as a single domain, both domain 1 and

2 mutants separate from the wild type DNA fragment on a single parallel gra-
dient gel (Figure 4C). Based on the fact that the melting transition of the

single domin occurs at a denaturant concentration of 53% in the perpendicu-
lar gradient gel (Figure 2C and D), we used a parallel gradient of 37% to

67% denaturant.
Coirpaison ofteobserved and calculated pRuallel denaturn godimnLg

We have &strated agreemrent between the calculated and observed
denaturing gradient gel patterns of the wild type P-globin pronoter fragment
and of two mutants (Figures 1, 2 and 4). Th determine whether such a

corre nnce can be extended to other mutants we have analyzed 38 dif-

ferent single base substitutions in the P-globin promoter fragnent in paral-
lel denaturing gradient gels. fThese mutants were obtained using a random
chemical mutagensis procedure which will be described elsewhere (in prepara-

tion). An example of an analysis of 15 different mutants is shown in Figure
SA. Th accurately determine the relative gel positions of the wild type and

mutant fragints, a mixture of the two fragments was loaded in each lane.
The interval between the gradient level of each of the mutant sequences and
the level of the wild type mlecule after an appropriate runing tine is
plotted against the theoretical differences between the wild type and mutant
sequenes in Figure SB. While the results are consistent with a simple pro-

portionality between calculated and measured interval of equivalent tempera-
ture, the agreeont is not as good as that reported in a previous study (2),
and a few points deviate significantly from linearity. Although the reasons

for this apparent discrepancy are uknown, it is possible that they are due
to differences in the linearity of the denaturing gradients and the relia-

bility of temperature and time controls in the two studies.
Thus far we have shown that the GC-clamp makes it possible to detect

single base substitutions in each of the melting domins of the P-globin
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FIGURE 6: Calculated gel positions for all possible single base substitu-
tions with the promoter fragment attached to the GC-clamp in the -104 orien-
tation.
(A) Gel positions predicted for ruicleotides -104 to -32 on a dbmain 2 dena-
turin8 gradient gel. The starting temperature in the calculations was set
at 70 C. corresponding approximately to the denaturant concentration at the
top of the gel. A displacement of 0.6 corresponds to 12 nu on the gel.
(B) Gel positions predicted for rucleotidles -3S to +26 on a domin 1 den-
turing gradient gel. The starting tesqerature in the calculations was set
at 60CAcorresponding to the starting terature in the gel.

pr^mter fragx3nt. Moreover. we have shown that the predicted and observed
gel patterns for several different mLtants are similar. On this basis we
attempted to calculate the fraction of all possible base substitutions in
the promoter fragment that would lead to a separation from the wild type
fragmntondenaturing gradient gels. The alterations in mlting
behavior and siurlated gel patterns resulting froma all possible single base
substitutions at each position of the proter fragment were calculated and
displayed in the diagrams of Figures 6 and 7. The nucleotide sequec of
the wild type proer fragent is sown as a continuous line in eachanel.
Thie position of each of thie substituted bases relative to the wild type iii-
cleotide directly indicates the relative gel positions predicted by calcula-
tion. Base substitutions resulting in a higher or loweron are Shown below
or above the wild type sequence respectively.mteinh melting calculations
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FIGURE 7: Calculated gel positions for all possible single base substitu-
tions with the pIoTnTterfragment attached to the GC-lamp in the +26 orien-
tation.
(A) Gel positions pFredicted for nucleotides +26 to -37 on a single domain
denaturing gradient gel.
(B) Gel positions predicted for nucleotides -38 to -104 on a single domain
denaturing gradient gel.

used to simulate the gel separations displayed in Figure 6 were obtained us-
ing the GC-clamp in the -104 orientation. Simulation of the gel patterns
for s in nucleotides -104 to -32 assumd that the rnig time and

deaaturantdistribution of a domain 2 parallel gradient gel was used (Figure
6A). Similarly. the time and denaturant distriJbution for a doatin 1 gelwa
assured in the sinulated gel patterns for changes in rucleotides -35 to +26
(Figure 6B). Examination of Figure 6 reveals that approximately 95S of the
405 possible single base substitutions in the proumter result in a discern-

able separation from te wild typeDat fragment. The few substitutions that
do not lead to a separation are conservative transversion that do mit

ange hie base coeosition. Nevertheless. t of the conservative
tranversions (10S/135) should l ad toseparation on the gels. The rangeof

predicted separations between tant and wild t fragments is 1 to 12 mil-
limeters.
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The results of calculations used to simulate the gel separations shown
in Figure 7 were obtained with the GC-clamp attached to the promoter in the
+26 orientation. Because the promoter melts as a single domain in this
orientation, the gel displacements were calculated for a single running time
and gradient distribution. The effects of substitutions are seen to be mwre
nearly uniform across the promoter, but the range of expected displacements
is slightly smaller than that for the promoter clamped in the -104 orienta-
tion.

Attachment of a GC-clamp to the p-globin promcoter fragment has in-
creased the fraction of base substitutions that can be detected by denatur-

ing gradient gel electrophoresis from an estimated 40% to 95%. In theory,
the GC-clamp should make it possible to detect most single base substitu-

tions in any DNA fragment in the size range of 25-500 bp. We estimate that

the base composition of the attached fragment cannot exceed 75% G+C with the

GC-clamp used in these studies. However, by using a GC-clamp that is 100%

G+C it should be possible to resolve mtations in virtually any naturally
occuring DNM fragment. The size limitation of aproximately 500 bp for the
attached fragment is a consequence of the decreased resolution of DNA
mlecules with large melted regions.

The increased sensitivity of the denaturing gradient gel system af-
forded by the GC-clamp can be exploited for a variety of applications. Ebr
example, the GC-clamp has been effectively utilized to purify DNA fragments
generated by in vitro mutagenesis procedures (R.M.M. and T.M., in prepara-
tion). To date, the GC-claWp has been used to detect and isolate single
base substitutions in the 135 bp mouse P-major globin promoter fragment, in

a hunan p-interferon promoter fragment of 109 bp (R.M.M., S. Markowitz, and
S. Goodbourn, unpublished), in a 300 bp DA fragment from the adenovirus Ela

gene (J. Lillie and M. Green, personal conumnication) and in several DN
fragments coding for the &L cli tryptophan synthase A gene (D. Milton,
R.M.M., and J.K. Hardman).

The GC-clamp procedure can also be used to localize base substitutions
in cloned genes carrying naturally-occurring sequece polymorphismB or muta-
tions. Similarly, experimantally-induced mutations that have been phenotyp-
ically selected can be localized by this procedure. 'This could be accomr-
plished by fragmenting the cloned genes with restriction enzymes, inserting
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these frag- ts into a plasmid containin the GC-clamp, and then exinin
the behavior of the clamped fragnnts on denaturing gradient gels.
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